"I AM" Discourses (Saint Germain Series - Vol 8)
This Great Cosmic Being, the Great Divine Director is offering every possible help to the people of America and the world who want Freedom and Divine Justice to be the governing Authority to the people of the Earth.
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### Customer Reviews

I was completely drawn in by the first two books in the series, "Unveiled Mysteries" and "The Magic Presence". The energy was so compelling that it touched my heart. They provided me with an entirely new way to view my life here on the earthplane. BUT, when I read The Divine Director, I was totally pulled into another reality. His energy is so loving and so personal that one seems to be able to touch the invisible beings around us. I have seen one thing after another come to pass through the intercession of the Divine Director in my life. The prayers that he offers at the end of each chapter are loving and compelling especially after Chapter 14. He says, "I enfold you tonight, Beloved Ones; in Our Ever-expanding, intensified Activity of your own God Presence, 'The Mighty I AM'; to flood your world with everything you require in the Service of the Light--money, food, conveyance, transportation,(partner),anything which is required." ...I thank you." His personality is so real that one begins to see the action of the Cosmic Beings in daily occurrences. So, Yes, this is the book for those who are ready to work with the Cosmic Beings in the service of our "I AM Presence".

The Great Divine Director, whose Mighty Ascended Master Instruction of the "I AM" is contained in the Discourses in this Book, was Beloved Saint Germain's Master, and together with Beloved Jesus,
assisted Him into the Ascension. He is the Great Cosmic Being who is the Authority of the Cosmic law to this Earth, which means the law and Activity of Life and Light in this world, in regard to holding the balance of Constructive Activities for the whole System of Planets to which this Earth belongs. He is called The Great Divine Director, because for more than 200,000 years He has been directing Cosmic Light Rays to Bless mankind and the earth. (written as described on pages IX & X in the Tribute) If you want magic, insight and incredibly new understanding to enter your life, I suggest you read this very special book more than once.

One book, that if you understand it (in your mind and heart) will change your life for the whole eternity.

This is the book that whenever I feel at all emotionally shaky I go back to in order to regain my inner balance... it is so filled with loving instruction as to how to hold our emotional and mental balance that I know if something has thrown me for a tailspin that this is the book to reach for from my shelf.

Amazing beyond words!! Anyone who would like to gain the highest practical truth about the 'I am Presence' must read this.

Outstanding! This series of books is profound for all who seek to raise in consciousness and assist humanity and this planet to raise in consciousness. Very grateful to Saint Germain for bringing these profound messages of Truth to our conscious awareness to use for conscious creation of Divine Love.

Great explanation of spiritual mechanics and how to live life according to the laws of the universe. Would highly recommend this along with other green books.
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